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PREFACE

This report is one in a seriesby the authors describing
their work on the relationshippetweenhealth and energy. The
study was carried out at IIASA in 1976 to 1977 as part of the
joint UNEP/IIASA project "The Cpmparisonof Energy Options: A
Methodological Study". Using cross-sectionalas well as
longitudinal data, the seriesexaminesthe role of economic
developmentin improving health. The national data used here
extendedover the period 1900-1975and covered 99 percentof
the world population. The resultsof this researchqre
descriptive, but may be used in a predictive manner for energy,
education, and health policy decisions.

This report is the final in the series. It presentsan
INDEX of health developmentwhich is a function of literacy
and per-capitacommercial energy consumption. The INDEX,
togetherwith an additional time component, tracesthe progress
of health measuresin this century with a high degreeof
accuracy.
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SUMMARY

In previous reports (PP-78-6 , RM-78- 41, and RM-78- 42) ,
percent literacy and per capita commercial energy consumption
were found to hav,e the strongestassociationwith longevity and
infant mortality among a large number of explanatoryvariables.
In this report we derive on a statisticalbasis a Health
Development ｾ ｮ ､ ･ ｸ which is linear in literacy and logistic in
energy consumption. A country moving from the lowest to the
highest points on the INDEX is expectedto increasethe longevity
of its population by 36 years and reduce infant mortality by
150 deathsper 1000 live births. In addition, we found evidence
of a "time effect" operatingsince the turn of the century,
independentlyof economic development. This effect accountsfor
an increasein longevity of 18 years and a decreasein infant
mortality of 100 deathssince 1900.
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Energy and Literacy: An Index
of Health Development

INTRODUCTION

"Development" is a many splendoredthing. Economiststhink
of qrowth of GNP, industrialiststhink of increasingproduction,
farmers of improved crops, and sociologistsof "modernization"
of values and behavior. The public health specialistalso has
his own criteria for development: improved nutrition and medical
care, concern for prevention of disease,and lowered death rates.
Each of the above aspectsof developmentrelatesto the others
through a complex web of interactions. The common denominator
may be innovation and willingness to change.

In this paper we addressourselvesto the following
questions: To what extent can improved health be attributed
to development? What are the mechanismsunderlying this
phenomenon? Are the relationshipslinear? At what rates does
health developmentprogress? Is there a consistentpattern to
health development? To what extent are factors other than
developmentoperating to improve health? We shall presentdata
which suggestthat economic developmentadds 35 years to longev-
ity and reducesinfant mortality by 150 deathsper 1000 live
births. Study of mechanismsunderlying this phenomenonindicate
that literacy and commercial energy consumptionare together a
powerful INDEX of health developmentwith upper and lower
｢ ｏ ｑ ｾ ､ ｡ ｲ ｩ ･ ｳ Ｎ Through this lNDEX literacy is linearly related to
health whereasenergy consumptionbears a logistic relationship.
In the 20th century, progressin health developmenthas been
proceedingat a rate which suggestsa requirementof 120 years
to reach 90 percentof its full potential. This rate of devel-
opment is relatively constantacrosscountries and apparently
is not influenced by geography, time, or political institutions.

Finally, our data suggestthat an independent"time factor"
operatingat least since the turn of the century has added 18
years to longevity, independentlyof the economic development.
This time factor is estimatedby a logistic function reaching
its upper asymptoteat about the year 2000.

Measurementof Health

In order to explain the interactionsbetween the general
processof developmentand health developmentspecifically,
one must have measuresof both. Studiesof morbidity are
notoriously sensitive to diverse criteria of disease,even
within countries. Health and illness do not have sharp cutting
points, nor do physiciansalways agree on their diagnostic
criteria. International comparisonsare even more difficult in
this respect. Since our analysis included time seriescovering
75 years and almost three generationsof physicians, we concluded
that mortality rates would be far more suitable than morbidity.
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Mortality data are also far more widely available.

Longevity from birth, or life expectancyas it is sometimes
called, is an hypothetical statistic that assignsto a child
born today age-specificdeath rates currently experiencedand
assumesthat these risks will remain unchangedthroughout the
life of this child. It is thus an aggregatemeasureof current
death rates. Our other measureof health is the infant mortality
rate, which is defined as the number of deathswithin the first
year of life per thousandlive births.

Measureof Industrial Development

The economistgenerally choosesGNP as a measureof economic
growth. However, there has been a growing ｲ ･ ｣ ｯ ｾ ｮ ｩ ｴ ｩ ｯ ｮ of the
need to devise an indicator that more effectively measuresthe
degreeof progressthan is possiblewith GNP. For example, the
US Foreign AssistanceAct of 1973 requires that appropriate
criteria other than GNP be establishedto assessprogressin
developingcountries. Also in 1973, the SecretaryGeneral of
the United Nations recognizedthe need for a supplementto
per capita GNP as a measureof progressin addressinghuman
needs [1].

As a measureof industrial developmentwe have chosen to
use per capita commercial energy consumption, which for our
purposeshas a number of advantages:

Being measuredin constantphysical units, kilograms of
coal equivalent (kgce), no arbitrary adjustmentsare
necessaryfor energy consumptionin international
comparisonsor for inflationary tendencies.

The use of national energy consumptionmost of
which in each country is createdby industrial and
commercial activities avoids the assumptionimplicit
in the use of GNP that improved health can be
purchased.

In an era of resourcescarcity, when there are efforts
afoot to "decouple" energy consumption from GNP,
information about the relationshipof health to energy
consumptionhas its own inherent interest, namely, to
what extent can energy consumptionbe restrainee or
reducedwithout affecting health?

Both GNP and energy consumptionsuffer from a common defect:
they fail to reflect improvementsin technology over time; the
former does not expressthe improvements in products whose price
may not increase,whereasthe latter fails to account for the
increasedthermodynamicefficiency of the conversionof fuels
to work which has occurredwith time.

The reader should not misunderstand: we use energy con-
sumption as a proxy for industrial development. We are fully
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aware that energy consumptionper se does not produce health
benefits.

Developmentand Health

In a previous publication, we presenteddata on the rela-
tionship betweenenergy consumptionand health for 150 nations
for 1975 [2]. Longevity was fitted well to a logistic function
with a "take-off" at about 100 kgce per capita annual consump-
tion, followed by a rapid rise and an upper plateauat 2000 kgce
(approximately 2 kW). Less than 9 percentof the world's
population is' below the 100 kgce level, two-thirds are in the
transition phase, and a quarter'are above 2000 kgce. A similar
but inverse logistic relationshipholds for infant mortality.

In longitudinal studiescovering a smaller sample of 47
nations over the period 1950-1970, almost half of the improve-
ment in longevity or infant mortality could be "explained" by
developmentas measuredby increasedenergy consumptionover
this period. The unexplainedportion was experiencedby all
countriesregardless of their level of development. Over
this period of time there was no reduction in the advantage
of the most developedover the least developedcountries,
which remainedat about 35 years of longevity, and 150 infant
deathsper thousandlive births. In other words, the effect
of developmentremainedconstantover time, but other factors
were also operatingto reduce death rates.

In examining interlinking variablesand their association
with longevity and infant mortality, we identified a persistent
and highly significant correlation with literacy [3,4]. The
relationshipwas stronger than for certain nutritional and/or
medical variables. Indeed, the partial correlationsbetween
our health measuresand all of these intermediaryvariables
become nonsignificantonce the effects of literacy and energy
are removed. Furthermore, literacy showed a strongercorrelation
with health than other measuresof education, such as percent
of eligible population enrolled in schools. We interpret
literacy, which is defined as the percentof personsabove age
15 able to read and write a simple statement,as a measureof
the developmentof "human capital", and as a reflection of the
modernizationof values [5,6].

In this paper, we presenta new index of health development
which combines the effect of both energy consumptionand
literacy. It is standardizedto take values over the range 0
to 100. Using this index, we have producedan equationhighly
predictive of longevity and infant mortality over the years 1900
to 1975. The equationconsistsof the index plus a component
representinga time factor independentof development.
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METHODOLOGY AND RESULTS

Data for literacy, longevity, infant mortality, and energy
consumptionwere collected for 115 countries from a variety of
sources [7-13]. Countries of a population less than one million
in 1975 were excluded. In all, 303 data points complete on all
four variableswere collected for the period 1900-1973.

Using least squares,we fitted a regressionequation of
longevity to literacy, energy consumption, and calendardate
(years). Based on our previous results, the effect of literacy
was taken as linear and that of energy as logistic [2-4].
Becauseof the effectivenessof literacy as an explanatory
variable, we plotted longevity versus time, grouped by literacy
levels, as in Figure 1. At any given level of literacy,
longevity shows a consistentincreaseover time until 1970 when
this effect appearsto be decreasinq. This independentadditive
ｾ ｦ ｦ ･ ｣ ｴ was therefore included in our nredictive eauation. It
is seen that the data Doints for 1975 lie consistentlvbelow a
linear fit to the data for each literacy aroupina. We also
noted that this effect began its upward takeoff around"the turn
of the century. With these characteristicsin mind, we concluded
that a logistic function was appropriatefor this relationship.
An iterative least-squarecomputer subroutinewas utilized to
estimatethe parametersA to H of the equation:

longevity = A . literacy +

+ B +
1 + C eD·energy

F+
1 + G eH(year-1900)

(1)

It should be noted that no additive constant is necessarysince
it is implicit in the second term of this equation.

A Health Development Index (INDEX)

The first two terms in equation (1) were estimatedas follows:

22.78
0.288 literacy +

1 + 0.4214 e-O.00514 energy
(2 )

We refer to quantity (2) as the "crude index". It is not
a measureof health but rather a measureof those factors of
developmentthat are most strongly related to health, namely
energy consumptionand literacy. In order to convert the crude
index into a more convenient form with values ranging from 0 to
100, the following transformationwas carried out:

INDEX = 100 (crude index - 16.015)/35.56 ( 3)
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Figure 1. Longevity versus time (years) by percent literacy
115 countries (303 data points).

This INDEX can be used with cross-sectionaldata, but can-
not be used to predict longevity in longitudinal data since it
contains no component for the time effect. This is achievedby
using the full estimateof equation (1),

longevity = crude index + 23.37 . (4)
1 + 7.893 e-O.0582(year-1900)

The standarderror of estimate for this equation is 3.25 years.
Since the original standarddeviation for longevity is 11.90,
the equation "explains" 73 percentof the standarddeviation
(or 93 percentof the variance) of longevity.

This equation allowed us to separatelongevity for each of
the 303 cases into two components: that due to developmentas
estimatedby equation (2), and that due to the time effect as
estimatedby the second function in equation(4).
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We examined the validity of these two effects separately.
For each of the 303 data points, we comparedthe INDEX with
the longevity residual after removing the time effect (last
term of equation (4)). Table 1 and Figure 2 show these data
grouped by deciles of the INDEX (the last decile was split
into two intervals since it included a large number of data
points). The data fit the model well and the variation is
fairly uniform throughout (see standarddeviation column in
Table 1). It is noted that health developmentis associated
with estimated35.6 years of increasedlongevity for any given
time point1 .

Table 1. Health developmentindex versus longevity
(303 data points) .

Health Development Number Longevity after
Index of removing time effect

Interval Mean cases (Mean ± SO)

<10 7.7 14 3.4 ± 2.5

10-19.9 15.5 17 5.7 ± 4.0

20-29.9 25.2 20 8.3 ± 4.0

30-39.9 34.5 17 12.4 ± 4. 1

40-49.9 43.9 18 15.4 ± 4.9

50-59.9 54.8 17 19.9 ± 3.2

60-69.9 65.8 17 22.9 ± 4.4

70-79.9 75.4 20 25.9 ± 3.5

80-89.9 84.7 29 30.7 ± 2.9

90-94.9 92.7 22 32.3 ± 3.4

ｾ Ｙ Ｕ 98.2 112 34.7 ± 2.5

1From equation (2) we attribute 28.8 years to literacy and
6.8 years to energy consumption. Approximately the same ouanti-
fication of effects was reachedin another way by consideringa
simultaneousequationsmodel

longevity = f 1 (literacy, log energy),
log energy = f 2 (literacy, log GNP).

Using log GNP as an instrumentalvariable, we obtained by two-
stage least squaresfrom 1973 data the equation

longevity = 34.7 + 0.284 . literacy + 2.4320 log energy.

The effect of literacy is thus estimatedas 28.4 years and the
effect of energy (as energy increasesfrom 10 to 10,000 kgce) to
be ｾ . 2.4320 = 7.3 years. This is in close agreementwith the
estlmatepresentedabove as derived from equation (2). (The
autho:s thank Dr. Allan Kelley for suggestingthis simultaneous
equatlonsmodel).
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Figure 2. Longevity gain versus health developmentindex
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We also comparedthe estimatedtime effect on longevity
(last term of equation (4» with the actual longevity after
removing the INDEX effect (equation (2». Table 2 and Figure 3
show these data grouped by calendaryears. Here again the data
show an excellent fit to the logistic model and the standard
deviation remains rather uniform throughout. The time effect
is estimatedto have added 18.3 years to longevity from 1900 to
1973 for any fixed level of development.

We carried out an additional analysis. Longevity residuals
from equation (.4) were calculatedfor each of the 115 countries
for which 1973 data were available. These were then grouped by
continent and tested for significanceby means of an analysis
of variance. (North America, Europe, and Oceaniawere considered
as a single group). The F ratio was 0.83 with 3 and 111 degrees
of freedom. There was thus no statisticalevidenceof a geo-
graphical effect on longevity after removing the effect of
development. We interpret the uniform applicability of the
INDEX throughout the world as lending increasedvalidity to our
results.

Rate of Health Development

Several typical examplesof countries for which relatively
long seriesof data points were available were plotted against
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Table 2. Time effect: Increasein longevity after
reMoving the effect of development.

Year Number Longevity after
of removing developmenteffect

Interval Mean cases (mean ± SD)

<1915 1908.0 15 19.3 ± 3.5

1915-24 1921.3 12 24.0 ± 3.3

1925-34 1930.0 27 25.3 ± 3.6

1935-44 1940.6 24 28.4 ± 3.8

1945-54 1950.0 40 32. 1 ± 3.3

1955-61 1960.0 41 35.3 ± 2.7

1962-72 1963.7 29 36. 1 ± 2.2

1973 1973.0 115 36.8 ± 3.2

40

35

30

25

20

15
1900 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 YEAR

Figure 3. Longevity at zero INDEX versus time (years),
(303 data points) .
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year, as shown in Figure 4. We observedthat the rate of
increasefor the INDEX appearedto be quite consistentover
approximately 50 years for which most of thesecountries had
data. This was truly remarkablefor certain countrieswhich
had undergoneconsiderablepolitical turmoil and/or devastation
during this period. It appearedthat there was an inherent
momentum to growth of health developmentonce it commencedand
that this was quite predictable.

We therefore undertook a systematicexaminationof eachof
our 303 casesranked by INDEX values, and estimatedfrom the
time seriesavailable for each country the number of years it

100 FINLAND
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ITALY
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Q 70Z
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Figure 4. Growth in health developmentfor certain
seclectedcountries, 1900 to 1973.
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Table 3. INDEX as a function of time.

. INDEX
Interval

10-19.9

20.29.9

30.39.9

40-49.9

50-59.9

60-69.9

70-79.9

80-89.9

*Time required
interval.

+Time required
of interval.

Transit time (years)* Cumulative
(Mean ± SD) time+

17.0 ± 7. 1 17.0

15.7 ± 2.6 32.7

15.7 ± 2.7 48.4

14.2 ± 6.0 62.6

10.7 ± 3.6 73.3

12.0 ± 3.9 85.3

15.0 ± 5.4 100.3

16.8 ± 4.9 117.1

to move from lower to upper limit of INDEX

to move from INDEX value of 10 to upper limit

required to progressfrom each decile to the next (Table 3).
These data also followed a logistic form and thus we fitted to
it the curve:

INDEX = 100

1 + e-0.0606(time-59.3)
, (5)

where time is measuredfrom the point at which INDEX equals 10.
A plot of this curve and the data from Table 3 are shown in
Figure 5. The standarderror around this curve is 2.14 years.
From this curve we estimatethe takeover time, i.e. the time
required to move from INDEX values of 10 to 90, to be 120 years.

Infant Mortality

Since infant mortality is highly related to longevity we
anticipatedthat the INDEX would be as useful in predicting
the former as the latter. A model incorporating a linear
function of INDEX and an exponentialdecline function of time
was fitted to our 303 cases. This produced the equation

infant mortality = 150.0 - 1.547 (INDEX)

+ 131.6 e-0.0208 (year-1900) .

The standarderror of estimate is 24.6 deathsper thousand

(6 )
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live births. Comparedto an original standarddeviation of
63.6, this equationexplains 61 percentof the standard
deviation (or 85 percentof the variance) of infant mortality.

Figures 6 and 7 show the developmentand time effects on
infant mortality. The data points shown are calculatedin a
similar manner to that used for Figures 2 and 3. Development
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Figure 6. Infant mortality decline versus INDEX,
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is associatedwith a reduction of 154 in infant mortality. The
magnitude of that effect seems to be constantover time. In
addition, the time effect is associatedwith a reduction 6f
almost 100 infant deaths per 100 live births.

DISCUSSION

The relationshipbetween economic developmentand popula-
tion has been of interestever since it becameclear to Malthus
in 18th century England that both appearto increasesimulta-
neously. Demographictransition theory holds that the former
precedesthe latter and does so in a certain specifiedmanner.
Primitive agrarian societiesare viewed as those with high
death rates balancedby high birth rates, thus maintaining
stable numbers. Increasedeconomic activity is associated
with an initial reduction in death rates, but not in birth
rates, leading to an increasein numbers. It is widely
conjecturedthat improved nutrition, better sanitation, and
the increasedavailability of medical care are the responsible
agents. After some interval, birth rates fall as urbanization
increasesand the economic advantagesof large families
disappear. The population then stabilizesat a higher level
than in the earlier agrarianphase.

This theory, while explaining much demographichistory,
is attackedon two grounds. The first is that it does not
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exaatly describeall demographicexperience,an objection we
are not concernedwith in this paper. The secondobjection is
that there is evidence that death rates can fall without a
major reorganizationof a peasanteconomy. In other words,
substantialeconomic improvementmay be a sufficient condition
for a decline in mortality, but it is not today a necessary
condition [14]. It is to the questionof the effect of
economic developmenton health that our INDEX has relevance
and towards which this discussionis addressed.

In order to satisfy the expressedneed for a measureof
developmentother than per capita GNP, the OverseasDevelopment
Council has consideredcombinationsof various indicators [15].
They have concludedthat three indicators, life expectancy,
infant mortality, and literacy, can be used to measurethe
results of a wide range of policies. Their index is a simple
averageof these three variables. In so doing, they have used
health as a facet of economic development. As early as 1944,
others have also used life expectancyas a measureof social
progress(16]. In our case we wished to examine the effect of
developmenton health and therefore used life expectancyas a
dependentvariable.

The INDEX we have developedwas a weighted averageof a
linear (literacy) and a non-linear (energy consumption) compo-
nent. The weights were determinedempirically on the basis of
a large sample covering a long period of time, 75 years. These
two variables, literacy and energy consumption,were selected
from a large number of indicators on the basis of their strong
statisticalassociationrather than through value judgement.

Although any simplistic equationpurporting to explain
much of human health and behavior is to be treatedwith
scepticism,we believe that the high degreeof precisionwith
which this INDEX predicts longevity and infant mortality
deservescareful consideration. We are not the first to
recognize the significanceof literacy and energy. Rottenberg
has written:

"The critical importanceof knowledge in the economy can
be perceivedif all productive inputs are collapsedinto
two classes: knowledge and energy. Nothing can be said
about the relationshipof the two classesbecauseeach is
an aggregateof diverse things; if they were decomposed
some kinds of knowledgewould be seento be substitutable
for some kinds of energy, and other pairs would be clearly
complementary." [ 17] •

We agreewith those comments suggestingsubstitutability
of one element for the other, but would add that the two
componentsare not of equal weight. If those two components
could be hypothetically isolated, then, on the average, literacy
would add 29 years to longevity whereasenergy consumptionwould
add only 7 years, a ratio of 4 to 1. The contribution of each
of these elementsto the INDEX varies considerablyfrom country
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to country. In Figure 8 we have graphedcontours of constant
values of the INDEX as well as the experienceof some selected
countries to illustrate those variations. Liberia, for example,
with a relatively low literacy level of 9 percent, but a
relatively high energy consumptionlevel of 463 kgce, achieved
an INDEX value of 23.9 with a predicted longevity of 45.5 years
and actual longevity of 44 years. Seventy percentof this
longevity is "due" to energy, in contrast to the mean level
for all countriesof 20 percent. Sri Lanka, on the other hand,
in 1973 achieveda longevity of 68 years with a high level of
literacy (76 percent) and a low level of energy consumption
(174 kgce). India, with a somewhathigher level of energy
consumptionbut much lower literacy, experienceda much lower
longevity, i.e. 50 years. Other examplesof diversity in
achieving specified INDEX values are illustrated in Figure 8.

The mechanismrelating literacy to health is not clearly
understoodat all and there is no standardbody of theory
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countries.
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linking the two. The ability to read and write simple instruc-
tions is a skill crucial to participation in an industrialized
society. The existenceof high levels of illeteracy constitutes
evidenceof immense numbers of personal tragediesfor the
illiterate adults who are thereby preventedfrom escaping
poverty and mental isolation. Illiteracy is also an obstacle
to peacefuland friendly internationalrelations and to demo-
cratic processeswithin countries. Low levels ot ｬ ｩ ｴ ｾ ｲ ｡ ｣ ｹ

act as brakes on the advanceof countries along the paths of
social and economic developmentand political power.

We have formulated four plausible avenuesthrough which
literacy may directly or indirectly influence health:

Literacy opens the door for improving the individual's
and society'seconomic condition leading to improved
nutrition, sanitation, and medical care.

Ability to read exposesthe population to health
education literature and to overcoming detrimental
traditional practices. Literacy also facilitates the
individual's accessto other opportunities, resources,
and serviceswhich otherwisemay be denied him.

Literacy is the key to adopting "modern" values
including a heightenedconcern for the individual's
life and mental well being, as well as achievement,
motivation, and a conviction of one's ability to
influence one's own destiny (see for example [5,6]).

A high degree of literacy may lead to a more equitable
and thereforeeffective distribution of resourcesand
services.

On the other hand, per capita commercial energy consumption
has also been used in demographicstudies as an indicator of
modernization (see for example [18,19]. Hauser adds that:

"The availability of nonhuman energy for the production of
goods and servicesis perhapsthe best single measurement
available of differencesin capital investment, know-how,
and technologywhich account for the great differencesin
productivity and, consequently,in the size of the
aggregateproduct available for distribution." [20]

Furthermore, increasedcommercial energy consumptionis
consideredan indicator of the existenceand effective utili-
zation of more modern forms of the division of labor and other
aspectsof social organization [21,22]. In this sensethe
effect of energy consumptionon health can be viewed as largely
indirect.

We see the principal conclusionsfrom the use of our INDEX
as the isolation of two separatefactors in mortality reduction,
the economic factor and the time effect. Our results lead us
to believe that an increasein the lNDEX- from 0 to 100 is
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associatedwith an increasein longevity of approximately
35.6 years. The United Staotes, the United Kingdom, and Sweden,
for example, had reachedindices of 90 or more at the beginning
of this century and had already reapedthe benefit of the major
portion of this increase. The subsequentextensionof longev-
ity in those countries during this century we attribute almost
wholly to the time effect from which all nations have benefited
independentlyof economic development. Life expectancyin the
United States, for example, increasedfrom 47.3 in 1900 to 71
in 1976. Of this 23.7 year increase,we calculate 18.4 years
to be the result of the time effect alone and the remainder,
5.3 years, to be mostly the result of further economic devel-
opment reflected by an 8.7 point increasein the INDEX. For
Sweden, longevity has increasedby 16.1 years in the interval
1920-1976 (the longest period for which complete data are
available). Of this, 14.2 years is the result of the time
effect and 1.9 years were precisely predictedby a 5 point
increasein its INDEX (94 to 99). Similar figures apply for
the United Kingdom and other highly developedcountries.

That the benefits of economic developmentshould be
independentof time, at least during this century, suggests
that these benefits do not dependon the level of current
technology, or medical care delivery, an observationnoted by
others as well [23]. In fact, it may not be related to
technologic innovation at all. Eighty percentof the force
of our equationdependson literacy. If we are correct in
interpreting literacy as a proxy for "modern" values, then the
level of current technology would be unimportant, and that
appearsto be the case.

The regularity noted in the rate of progressof health
development,which appearsto require approximately 120 years
to more from the 10th to the 90th INDEX level, needs further
confirmation. We analyzed longitudinal literacy data and
observedthe same regularity in progressand that the period
required for an increasein literacy from 10 to 90 percentwas
also 120 years. If this period of time is inherent in the
processof development, then certain policy implications would
emerge, namely, only limited expectationsof development
programs would be justified. Indeed, no fundamental change
in the rate of health developmentcan be detectedduring the
postwar period, in spite of intensive efforts by national and
internationalorganizationsto acceleratethe processof
development. The rapid rise in longevity rates among recently
developing countries as comparedto the slower rate in
Western Europe in the 19th century we attribute to the simul-
taneouscontributionsof the time and developmenteffects.
However, since we were able to obtain adequatedata only from
the 20th century, we cannot rule out the possibility that the
developmentprocesswas slower before this century. We are
not aware of other estimatesof the rate of health development
either in this or previous centuries.
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So far we have discussedthe developmentfactor. We have
also isolated a time effect operating independentlyof and in
addition to the effect of development. The time effect has
been noted by others [24], but we may be the first to quantify
it. It may be describedas follows:

By time effect we mean an increasein longevity that
can be identified among all countriesof the world,
regardlessof the level of economic development.

Beginning shortly before 1900, this effect has progressed
steadily to the presenttime, producing an increaseof
18 years in longevity and reducing infant mortality by
100.

It has followed a trend approximatedwell by a logistic
curve, approachingits upper plateauin the 1970s.
This does not exclude the possibility that a separate
logistic time effect may now begin to appearand further
lengthen ｾ ｯ ｮ ｧ ･ ｶ ｩ ｴ ｹ Ｎ

We have no adequateexplanationfor this phenomenon. An
adequatetheory explaining the time effect must be consistent
with the above descriptionas well as the following general
observations:

The time effect appearedat that time in history when
substantialportions of the world's population were
undergoingeconomic development.

The primary reductions in mortality have been directly
due to the disappearingeffect of infectious diseases.

We believe that the time effect is not due to improve-
ments in medical care, sanitation, or nutrition. This
statementdoes not exclude some contribution from
thesevariables to the developmenteffect.

A plausible but unexploredexplanationof the mechanism
underlying the time effect is a change in the virulence of
infectious agents, an improvement in human resistance,or both.

SUMMARY

We have presentedan" INDEX which has two components,energy
consumptionand literacy. The latter is four times more power-
ful than the former in predicting changesin longevity and
infant mortality. Development, as measuredby this INDEX, is
associatedwith an increasein longevity of 36 years and a
reduction of infant mortality of 150 per thousandlive births.
We estimatethat, on the average, 120 years are required for a
country to move from the 10th to the 90th percentilesof the
INDEX.

We have also found evidenceof a time effect operating
independentlyof healthy development. This factor has been
observedto increaselongevity by 18 years and reduce infant
mortality by 100 over the past 75 years.
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